Police: No hate crime in Jan. incident

BY SARIAN FINKL AND
SEONG MIN KIM
12/05/03

Iowa City police announced Wednesday they will not pursue hate crime charges against a man who allegedly made slurs against University of Iowa students or attacked the white student who was accosted in January.

Inaccurate evidence about what happened to 20-year-old Janis O'Malley, 23, and her boyfriend, Thomas O'Malley, during an alleged
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Police investigation

A Iowa City police spokesman reported that Janis O'Malley and Thomas O'Malley were walking in the 10 block of South Dubuque Street when they were accosted by a man who made racial slurs at them.

After a verbal exchange between O'Malley and the accused attacker, Wednesday, the Iowa City police arrested Charles Holden, 21, at his residence. Holden was charged with first-offending

Simultaneous
Fitness

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3, 2004

Giant Sloth wins fourth straight with 57 percent of the vote

BY RAJCH CHANDRAKASAN AND
ANTHONY SHAH
SINCE 1868

A large flask-size bottle of water, a newer model that can be heated up to 112 degrees Fahrenheit, and a new gym room.

BY ALEX LANG

The men hoopsters started the hard way about looking

UI students favor comprehensive rec complex

Students Top Four Projects for a New Facility

BY DREW KERR AND BRIAN SPANNADES
11/21/03

Rushing into the IMU Trophy Ballroom had been a last idea, UI student

Shore no more

The complex would also have a multipurpose room, and 8,600 square feet of classrooms spaces, includ-

Weather

NO MILDCAST JOKES

The mildcast jokers started the hard way about looking

KERRY SEWS IT UP

John Kerry has a "Super" day and John Edwards prepares to out the

Assembly nixes resolution on gay marriage

BY MARK QUINN

The UI Student Assembly voted down a resolution 

December 7, 2003
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Bomb rip

Iraq shirnies,

killing 143

BY RAJCH CHANDRAKASAN AND
ANTHONY SHAH

BAGHDAD — Simultaneous unexplained explosions ripped through three crowds of Shiite marchers

seen 10 block of South Dubuque Street when they were accosted by a man who made racial slurs at them.

charges, said Johnson County Attorney J. Patrick White.

During their investigation, police learned that the suspect claimed

on this charge and later City police arrested Charles Holden, 21, who was accused of first-offending
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NEWS

REGENTS CHEERED BY TUITION MOV

IOWA HIGHER EDUCATION COMMITTEE OKS MOVING THE TUITION DEADLINE

BY CHRISTINA PRED" THE DAILY IOWAN

State Board of Regents officials on Tuesday upheld the Iowa Higher Education Commi-

tee's decision to delay the date by which students must meet set

tuition, but they quickly added they had made no decision on

whether to increase tuition.

The Board of Regents, meeting in the House of Representatives chamber and

tabled by Tom Vilsack, would meet the Regents' dead-

line from November to March. The Regents maintained that the extra time would help them

better grasp the state's finan-

cial situation, forwarding

greater accuracy where they need it most.
Regent Mary Ellen Becker

said the committee had no

intention of delaying the

deadline, but the presi-

dence of the board would be to remove any

regret, she said.

"It's a right direction," Regent

David Dorn, of West Des Moines,ensely, acknowledged "counterbalancing views" on the

legislative side.

"The more you push the didac-

faced task, the less time family

members will have to plan, the less time home administration has to plan," he

said. But "we will live with

whatever system goes through," Becker concluded.

Barbara Brown, president of the county

commission, said the regents had observed the free-market issues; such as

delaying the deadline and increased revenue.

"When more financial inforn-

ation given to the regents, the

hurrier and more informed decisions can be made," she

said.

Though there is anunset-

table in choosing the date,

pending the bill to the floor session in the

coming weeks.

E-mail report Christine Prew at

christine@daily-iowan.com
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The University of Iowa Dept. of Psychiatry is seeking individuals 18-35 years old who are free of psychiatric illnesses, but who have one family member treated for psychiatric disorders/ Avery's disease.

The study should have been started in the past and currently is not receiving any medication. It is a longitudinal study.

Call 335-6745 for details. Call 335-6574 or e-mail correy@research.uowca for details.

POLICE BLOTTER

AUGUSTUS, 25, was found

wandering around town last week by

officers.

DANIEL'S SHIRT AND PURSE WERE STOLEN ON THURSDAY EVENING AT 4:00 PM.:

CITIZENSHIP OFFICE, 1025 1/2 E. GRAND AVENUE, WAS ALSO VICTIMIZED.

CITIZENSHIP OFFICE, 1025 1/2 E. GRAND AVENUE, WAS STOLEN FROM 2002.
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Third ‘P & D’ the biggest one yet

BY MEGHAN SIMS

The third edition of the open
season, "P & D," is a student
Tobacco Cessation Program
coordinated by the Health
Information Center. As in the
previous two editions, students
will have the opportunity to
undergo a one-on-one program
that is designed to help them
quit smoking.

City moves to limit outdoor
festivals

BY WILLIAM MIKESELL

City councilors are considering
a plan to limit outdoor
festivals after complaints from
residents about noise and
alcohol.

Iowa City

Student Health Service has a
one-on-one tobacco cessation
program available for UI
students FREE of charge.

Call 335-8394 to make an
appointment.

HOMEBUYERS SEMINAR
Sponsored by
Iowa Housing &
Loan
Association

Wednesday, March 10 • 6:30-8:30pm
North Ridge Park Pavilion
2280 Holiday Road, Coralville
(Enter at the corner of Main Street & Holiday Road)

Join us on March 14, 2004, for an open house and
beach ball fun. Physicians and staff
members from the new UI Heart Center
outreach office and UI Family Care
Southwest Iowa will discuss heart
health and offer clinic tours, including:
- Free cholesterol and blood pressure tests
- Heart healthy recipes
- "Risk Factor," a new video on alcohol prevention
- Meet the "clue" family members: parents, cardiologists,
  nurses, and more
- Door prizes, refreshments, and more!

OPEN HOUSE AND FAIR
Sunday, March 7, 2004
2 to 4 p.m.
3300 THOMAS STREET
Southwest Iowa

Southeast Iowa

330 North Main Street

Cindy Lynch of MidAmerican Home Services Mortgage

Iowa City

Ready To Quit?

Student Health Service has a
one-on-one tobacco cessation
program available for UI
students FREE of charge.
Call 335-8394 to make an
appointment.
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BY ANNE SHIPPY

UI President David Skorton shaded his views of the UI Senate's appeal of the on-campus alcohol ban on public television last week by saying, "UI is a small town, and the biggest one yet was a bad one." He added, "UI has been a small town; it's a good thing we have few problems." Skorton also said the university was committed to maintaining a smoke-free environment.

"It is very important for us to do our part to prevent alcohol misuse on our campus," he said. "We must continue to work together to create a safer and more responsible drinking environment." Skorton then discussed the role of the university in the community and the importance of collaboration between the university and local law enforcement agencies to address alcohol misuse.

"Together, we can create a safer environment for students and the community," he concluded. "Our goal is to promote responsible drinking and reduce the negative consequences of alcohol misuse on our campus." Skorton emphasized the importance of student involvement in the decision-making process and encouraged students to get involved and be proactive in creating a safer campus environment.

"We are committed to creating a safe and healthy environment for all students," he said. "We will continue to work with students, faculty, and staff to address the issues of alcohol misuse and promote responsible drinking." Skorton concluded his remarks by thanking the UI Senate for their support and emphasizing the need for continued collaboration between the university and the community to address alcohol misuse on campus.

At the end of his remarks, Skorton received a standing ovation from the audience. The university president's speech was well-received by attendees, who praised his commitment to creating a safer and more responsible drinking environment on campus. The university president's remarks were followed by a question-and-answer session, during which attendees had the opportunity to ask questions and provide feedback on the university's plans for addressing alcohol misuse.

"We are committed to creating a safe and healthy environment for all students," he said. "We will continue to work with students, faculty, and staff to address the issues of alcohol misuse and promote responsible drinking." Skorton emphasized the importance of student involvement in the decision-making process and encouraged students to get involved and be proactive in creating a safer campus environment.

"We are committed to creating a safe and healthy environment for all students," he said. "We will continue to work with students, faculty, and staff to address the issues of alcohol misuse and promote responsible drinking." Skorton emphasized the importance of student involvement in the decision-making process and encouraged students to get involved and be proactive in creating a safer campus environment.

"We are committed to creating a safe and healthy environment for all students," he said. "We will continue to work with students, faculty, and staff to address the issues of alcohol misuse and promote responsible drinking." Skorton emphasized the importance of student involvement in the decision-making process and encouraged students to get involved and be proactive in creating a safer campus environment.

"We are committed to creating a safe and healthy environment for all students," he said. "We will continue to work with students, faculty, and staff to address the issues of alcohol misuse and promote responsible drinking." Skorton emphasized the importance of student involvement in the decision-making process and encouraged students to get involved and be proactive in creating a safer campus environment.

"We are committed to creating a safe and healthy environment for all students," he said. "We will continue to work with students, faculty, and staff to address the issues of alcohol misuse and promote responsible drinking." Skorton emphasized the importance of student involvement in the decision-making process and encouraged students to get involved and be proactive in creating a safer campus environment.

"We are committed to creating a safe and healthy environment for all students," he said. "We will continue to work with students, faculty, and staff to address the issues of alcohol misuse and promote responsible drinking." Skorton emphasized the importance of student involvement in the decision-making process and encouraged students to get involved and be proactive in creating a safer campus environment.
**Sloths Party wins, again**

**USS ELECTION Continued from Page 1A**

The Alaskan community continues to support the candidates, and it looks like they have a campaign message.

While we're still at it, I'm happy to announce that the candidate manager certified her to the university as the candidate for spring assembly.

"Our winning strategy was to make sure that no one would vote for us," Rom said. "We believe that our platform is the best thing for the university.

**Bombs kill 143 in Iraq**

**BOMBING Continued from Page 1A**

Iraq's U.S.-supported political leadership and the anti-American resistance were designed to prevent Shi'ite attacks on the city of Baghdad in order to protect the city from being destroyed by the American military. The city of Baghdad has been targeted by bombing attacks. American officials said that the statistics could be part of a larger pattern of violence against government buildings in Baghdad.

**Assembly shoots down gay resolution**

**GAY MARRIAGE Continued from Page 1A**

Riav, Transgender, and Sexual Identity Center's chief of staff, said that the center's role is to play an important role in the center's decision making. The center's focus is on the university's homogeneous needs and on the university's ability to serve the needs of all students.

**RECRUIT CENTER**

Police won't press hate-crime charge

**HALE CRIME Continued from Page 1A**

O'Malley, 27, was charged with battery and disorderly conduct on Monday, according to a police report. O'Malley was quoted as saying that he was hitting a man in the street.

"I'm sorry if I hit you," O'Malley said. "I was just walking down the street when I saw him."

**CERVICAL DYSPLASIA STUDY**

The study found that the disease of the cervix is not common. The study also found that women with mild dysplasia are more likely to develop cervical cancer than women with severe dysplasia.

**UI UG in providing rec services**

**GAY MARRIAGE Continued from Page 1A**

"We are an institution of higher education," the university's chief of staff, said. "We do what we can to support our students and create a welcoming environment for all people."

"If you don't feel comfortable, please come talk to us and let us know what we can do to make you feel better," she said."

"I'm alive today because I listened to my body when I told me to listen," she said."

"Mercy is part of the community, and that's why we're here," she said."

**Exceptional Care. Extraordinary Extraordinary Care.**

One day in 1999, radio personality Larry Rivas experienced a stroke. A kiwi doctor named Dr. Larry Rivas wrote in the Medical Daily: "The stroke was a stroke, but it was a stroke that could have been prevented.

"I am happy to announce that my doctor, Dr. Larry Rivas, is now recovering," he said. "He is now recovering in a hospital and has made a full recovery."

**FRED SERVICE**

"It has been a pleasure to work with you," she said. "I am grateful to have had the opportunity to serve you."
Iowa appeals sex-offender ruling

BY TODD DVORAK

IOWA CITY _ The state of Iowa has filed a federal court ruling that struck down a law banning convicted sex offenders from living within 1,000 feet of schools, arguing that the state's appeal would be successful.

Legal experts have said the ruling could affect similar laws in other states.

The appeal is "a necessary part of the appeal," said Mark Maas, an associate professor of criminal law at the University of Iowa.

The state law also is being challenged in a lawsuit by an Iowa citizen who was convicted of child molestation.

"The state's arguments are torn down and the state must show that it has the right to live with family and travel freely," said Iowa's Hawkeye Court. "Iowa's concern would have, touching on such matters as torn down and the state's right to live with family and travel freely."
NEWS

Super’ John Kerry clinches nomination

 Democracy presidential candidate Sen. John Kerry speaks to supporters with his wife, Teresa Heinz Kerry, at his side in Washington, D.C., earlier this week.

Sharply divided nation to see tight race

NEWS ANALYSIS

BY DAVID S. BRODER "Washington"

WASHINGTON — For a politically polarized nation, a campaign that remains in suspense. The week before a nation votes, the nation awaits the outcome. At this stage, the race is in the hands of the electorate. The nation remains divided — by region, ideology, race, religion, age, education, gender and class. The nation remains divided — by region, ideology, race, religion, age, education, gender and class. The nation remains divided — by region, ideology, race, religion, age, education, gender and class.

Major charged for marrying gay couples

BY MICHAEL HILA

NEW PALTZ, N.Y. — The chief prosecutor in New York’s Ulster County, a leading Democrat, was charged today with marrying gay couples, an act that would make him the first county executive in the nation to perform weddings for gay couples. Ulster County District Attorney Donald Williams. Although Ulster County law requires the marries of at least one year, the prosecutor and two others were married at the same time in 2000.

Thedam

April 13, 2004

ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY

NEWS

"Super’ John Kerry clinches nomination"

BY DANNI BALZ

WASHINGTON — Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., put back on the line today what the Democratic presidential nomination has really come down to: a two-man race between Kerry and his former Senate colleague, Austria’s Michael Bloomberg.

Wednesday, March 3

8 am to 3 pm

Main Deck, UI Field House

Hi folks!

Get a jump on college or graduate program credits.

Hi folks!

Great news from NATIONAL HEARING CENTERS

& your local TELFORS

NATIONAL HEARING CENTERS

National Hearing Centers is coming to your town with their 40-foot professionally equipped testing laboratory with private testing rooms and soundproof booths. For only three days, their professional hearing testing specialists will be in your area to evaluate your hearing loss and provide you with quality hearing aids at unheard of low prices.

Call today and make your appointment for a free evaluation!

Big two-day event!

Don’t miss this opportunity!

When: Mon & Tues March 8th & 9th

Where: 645 South Iowa City

How: CALL NOW

351-576-4479

Appointments are limited.
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**A Puzzle of the Day**

**34-Across:** **Red Sox**

**Clue:** A baseball team from Boston, Massachusetts, capable of winning all their games.

**Answer:** **Boston Red Sox**

**32-In Down:** **Yale**

**Clue:** A university located in New Haven, Connecticut, known for its academic excellence.

**Answer:** **Yale University**

---

**Happy Birthday to You!**

March 3 — Brian Kony, 22

With your furry friendship, you have a laugh and start your day off by doing something unusual.

**Horoscopes**

**AQUARIUS**

Happy birthday! You hear the things you need to know.

**MARCH 3**

**GEMINI**

You're happy for Water at Mars. You hear the things you need to know.

**CANCER**

You're happy for Water at Mars. You hear the things you need to know.

**LEO**

Your honey, McGwire's wife, is a winner of a 5 "Night at the Museum" contest.

**VIRGO**

You're happy for Water at Mars. You hear the things you need to know.

**LIBRA**

Happy birthday! You hear the things you need to know.

**SCORPIO**

You're happy for Water at Mars. You hear the things you need to know.

**SAGITTARIUS**

Happy birthday! You hear the things you need to know.

**CAPRICORN**

Happy birthday! You hear the things you need to know.

**AQUARIUS**

Happy birthday! You hear the things you need to know.

---

**The New York Times Crossword**

**Across**

1. **Answer:** **GK**
2. **Answer:** **GK**
3. **Answer:** **GK**

**Down**

1. **Answer:** **GK**
2. **Answer:** **GK**
3. **Answer:** **GK**

---

**Rise and shine with The Daily Break**

**Calendar**

- **Spring Festival Fun:** 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., 3/2.
- **Gangbusters Dinner:** 5 p.m., 3/2.
- **Do You Hear the One About the Bigfoot in the Bones and Bones?** 6:30 p.m., 3/2.
- **"Do You Hear the One About the Bigfoot in the Bones and Bones?"** 6:30 p.m., 3/2.
- **Spring 2004 Career Program:** 11 a.m., 3/3.
- **Getting to Know an Elected Official:** 11 a.m., 3/4.
- **"Do you Hear the One About the Bigfoot in the Bones and Bones?"** 11 a.m., 3/4.
- **Spring Break:** 11 a.m., 3/4.
- **Spring Break:** 11 a.m., 3/4.

---

**Good Conversation will lead to interesting social statements.**

---

**Decoration of the Cubicle: A Brief Guide**

By Joyce Ammerman

- **Pictures of this size are always acceptable.**
- **Flowers:** still look great, but not your supervisor's.
- **Floral arrangements:** do not perform well, but look great. Old flowers can become a workplace disaster.

---

**Photos from the year:**

- **Ski trip:**
- **Spring break:**
- **Romantic weekend:**
- **Trip to New York:**
- **Club conference:**
- **High school reunion:**
- **College reunion:**

---

**Cass:**

Joe's 20th birthday.

---

**Daily Break**

- **Private exporters:**
- **Duties:**
- **February:**
- **March:**
- **April:**
- **May:**
- **June:**
- **July:**
- **August:**
- **September:**
- **October:**
- **November:**
- **December:**

---

**www.prairielights.com**


**LETTERS**

The human-rights price?  

President Bush calls for a constitutional amendment defining marriage as the union of a man and a woman. The amendment is the president’s way of recognizing the growing political strength of the movement. It is a move that will further divide an already divided nation. The question becomes: are we going to see a "peace for all" society? Recently one of the more real threats for more than any other person. Their self-congratulatory statement is before.

Mr. Whitfield, Jr.  

George and Israel mix like water and war  

The Senate voted last week to advance the new Israeli-Gaza cease-fire. The university hasn’t come and shut down the process. Advertisers are betting, however, that our billing would work up to real resistance.

And we salute Jason West, the mayor of New Paltz, N.Y. He probably won’t receive the media attention of mainstream or semi-mainstream media in the Jewish Lights for his efforts to negotiate with Israel. We salute him as a member of the Green Party. In all, the vote of the Israel Council, which would tend to one that it is incredibly popular in any of its provinces. Furthermore, there are a couple of Green Party’ers that might have to end up being the leading voice for the board of directors of Hawkeyes for peace.

In the news over the past few months, as they prepare to face the music for their beliefs.

In the spring, we told you about the Killington vote, a battle over the Killington question to result in a civil disobedience. As a member of the Killington vote, we are committed to the idea of their existence as a democratic state. It is critically important to the idea that if we are going to take a look at what the implications are from this, we might make the kid. Did the president who didn’t win the popular vote, I think he went on to believe that a good deal for the common at large.

Who’s voting for Bush?  

With President Bush’s Education secretary’s remark comparing teachers with terrorists, the Bush administration has tried to isolate another group of great voters. Bush has already alienated people of color with his statements against affirmative action; he has isolated gays and lesbians with his statement against same-sex marriage; he has isolated feminists with his statement against abortion; he has isolated environmentalists and Hispanics with his statement against a better environmental policy with the backout of environmentalists advertising anyone who disagrees with them.

SOMETHING SENSITIVE, DP?  

After reading the Feb. 27 editorial on marriage between heterosexuals today, I tend to doubt America’s future. Gay marriage is not the biggest problem. It is the first step of a comprehensive island, and the issue under debate is either deliberately or secretly manipulated and varied among the three stages. While we’re at it we might want a better political environment in which the president who didn’t win the popular vote, he was comfortably re-elected. The president who didn’t win the popular vote, I think he went on to believe that a good deal for the common at large.

ANSWERS TO LETTERS  

To the Editor,  

The Doyle-Jonson isn’t going on a long supporting gay marriage amendment. Our main goal is supporting all our gay male friends. The university hasn’t come and shut down the process. Advertisers are betting, however, that our billing would work up to real resistance.

And we salute Jason West, the mayor of New Paltz, N.Y. He probably won’t receive the media attention of mainstream or semi-mainstream media in the Jewish Lights for his efforts to negotiate with Israel. We salute him as a member of the Green Party. In all, the vote of the Israel Council, which would tend to one that it is incredibly popular in any of its provinces. Furthermore, there are a couple of Green Party’ers that might have to end up being the leading voice for the board of directors of Hawkeyes for peace.

In the news over the past few months, as they prepare to face the music for their beliefs.

In the spring, we told you about the Killington vote, a battle over the Killington question to result in a civil disobedience. As a member of the Killington vote, we are committed to the idea of their existence as a democratic state. It is critically important to the idea that if we are going to take a look at what the implications are from this, we might make the kid. Did the president who didn’t win the popular vote, I think he went on to believe that a good deal for the common at large.

Who’s voting for Bush?  

With President Bush’s Education secretary’s remark comparing teachers with terrorists, the Bush administration has tried to isolate another group of great voters. Bush has already alienated people of color with his statements against affirmative action; he has isolated gays and lesbians with his statement against same-sex marriage; he has isolated feminists with his statement against abortion; he has isolated environmentalists and Hispanics with his statement against a better environmental policy with the backout of environmentalists advertising anyone who disagrees with them.

SOMETHING SENSITIVE, DP?  

After reading the Feb. 27 editorial on marriage between heterosexuals today, I tend to doubt America’s future. Gay marriage is not the biggest problem. It is the first step of a comprehensive island, and the issue under debate is either deliberately or secretly manipulated and varied among the three stages. While we’re at it we might want a better political environment in which the president who didn’t win the popular vote, he was comfortably re-elected. The president who didn’t win the popular vote, I think he went on to believe that a good deal for the common at large.

ANSWERS TO LETTERS  

To the Editor,  

The Doyle-Jonson isn’t going on a long supporting gay marriage amendment. Our main goal is supporting all our gay male friends. The university hasn’t come and shut down the process. Advertisers are betting, however, that our billing would work up to real resistance.

And we salute Jason West, the mayor of New Paltz, N.Y. He probably won’t receive the media attention of mainstream or semi-mainstream media in the Jewish Lights for his efforts to negotiate with Israel. We salute him as a member of the Green Party. In all, the vote of the Israel Council, which would tend to one that it is incredibly popular in any of its provinces. Furthermore, there are a couple of Green Party’ers that might have to end up being the leading voice for the board of directors of Hawkeyes for peace.

In the news over the past few months, as they prepare to face the music for their beliefs.

In the spring, we told you about the Killington vote, a battle over the Killington question to result in a civil disobedience. As a member of the Killington vote, we are committed to the idea of their existence as a democratic state. It is critically important to the idea that if we are going to take a look at what the implications are from this, we might make the kid. Did the president who didn’t win the popular vote, I think he went on to believe that a good deal for the common at large.

Who’s voting for Bush?  

With President Bush’s Education secretary’s remark comparing teachers with terrorists, the Bush administration has tried to isolate another group of great voters. Bush has already alienated people of color with his statements against affirmative action; he has isolated gays and lesbians with his statement against same-sex marriage; he has isolated feminists with his statement against abortion; he has isolated environmentalists and Hispanics with his statement against a better environmental policy with the backout of environmentalists advertising anyone who disagrees with them.

SOMETHING SENSITIVE, DP?  

After reading the Feb. 27 editorial on marriage between heterosexuals today, I tend to doubt America’s future. Gay marriage is not the biggest problem. It is the first step of a comprehensive island, and the issue under debate is either deliberately or secretly manipulated and varied among the three stages. While we’re at it we might want a better political environment in which the president who didn’t win the popular vote, he was comfortably re-elected. The president who didn’t win the popular vote, I think he went on to believe that a good deal for the common at large.
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Playing the almost-famous game in Iowa

21-year-old David Haack is willing to do whatever it takes to get his music noticed.

The David Haack Band performs at the Mill on Feb. 24. Not satisfied to play small venues versus Iowa, Haack and his band will head to Los Angeles in May to audition for major-label executives.

Despite his writing the lead sheet for all the songs, Haack said, "I'm going to be in a lot of trouble... ." David Haack Band caused a bit of a stir back in February, when the local band opened for the Dave Matthews Band at the Mill. "I never thought that day would come," said Haack. No one could have predicted that day, but Haack, drummer, bass player, and guitarist, had big plans for his band.

Their brand of music is described as "alternative" and "rock." Haack said, "I have a heart that I love. It's like a deal with Alternative Corners because I think they'll like us and I know they'll love us," Haack said. "We're hopeful, next time they're here some house.

Last November, he signed a deal with Alternative Corners, a company that helps musicians and bands get major-label record deals - in hopes of taking his debut album, "Iggy," to the next level. The deal required him to have a full band, so a deal with Alternative Corners was made up of four Iowa natives, is David Haack Band. The band was really upbeat and drew a lot of students who want to find that local band that they can dig.

The 21-year-old Haack, the band, made up of four Iowa natives, is an Iowa by far: Peterson, who has worked with Joseph Arthur, Sean Dill, Plain Spin, and even changing the band's name from David Haack to the Autumn Defense. The band will play at the Mill on March 20.

The David Haack Band has been gaining attention in the slow process of getting famous. "I don't think it's going to be easy," said Peterson.

Getting famous ain't easy; Playing the almost-famous game in Iowa. By Tony Solano.

Ton " Iona/Tony Solano@uiowa.edu.

The Autumn Defense is very much trying to get their name out there. The band is comprised of guitar players Colin Peterson, Jeff Tweedy, and Paul Simon, who have worked with Wilco (a band comprised of guitar players Colin Peterson, Jeff Tweedy, and Paul Simon) can be heard on "Why I'm In Love" from Tweedy's solo project. The Autumn Defense will play a free show at The Mill on April 3rd at 9 p.m. cover is $5.

The David Haack Band is willing to do whatever it takes to get his music noticed.
Shiite procession attacked in Pakistan; 42 killed

ROTS FOLLOW COORDINATED ATTACKS ON SHIITE PROCESSION IN PAKISTAN

BY MOHAMMED ARSHAD Peshawar, Pakistan - Attacks from Sunni jihadis killed at least 42 people and wounded more than 100, police said Tuesday, the most gruesome in a series of attacks over the past few days, in the latest sign of a protracted Sunni-Shiite conflict in Pakistan.

The latest attack unfolded in a procession in a predominantly Shiite part of western city of 1.2 million, Shiites were set to attend a Shiite Muslim festival, during a TV show. "Our people are not safe at home; they are not safe tomosons, said Allah Hassan Bakhsh, a senior Shiite leader.

Shiites are now preparing to mark the death anniversary of Imam Husayn, who was killed in Battle of Karbala in 680. In Pakistan, the emotional and highly symbolic annual time often sparks violence between the two sects, especially in the northwestern city of Peshawar, where the procession was set.

Talibani's attack was one of the deadliest in a series of previous, sectarian violence in Quetta, Baluchistan province, of which Quetta is the capital, harms a Shiite minority in the south with its rugged mountainous terrain. As worshipers marched through a congested neighborhood, three gunmen opened fire and threw grenades among the devotees, killing at least 11 people and injuring 30.

Walking among the mourners with more explosives linked to hardline Shiites, the man blew himself up on police mobile van, said Raisani.

Two of the attackers were still firing around the crowd, the third was killed outside, Raisani said.

Elder would not reveal the identity of the attackers, saying no one was being questioned in the attack, but it was not immediately clear if they were under arrest.
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This time around, Hawkeyes better prepared for Wildcats

BY DONOVAN BURBA

On Jan. 10, the Iowa Hawkeyes were riding a wave of success. At 8-3, the Hawks were coming off a big win over Purdue in the Big Ten opener. Then Northwestern came to town. Using a highly effective zone defense, the Wildcats won out of Carver-Hawkeye Arena on Jan. 10. But tonight, the Hawkeyes (15-10, 8-4) will need to play better than that if they want to get past the Wildcats.

The key to victory tonight will be to keep the ball out of Northwestern's hands. Northwestern is one of the best teams in the country, and they have a great defense that is able to hold Iowa to a low scoring average. If the Hawkeyes can keep the defense in check, they can have a shot at winning this game.

The other key to victory tonight is to make sure Iowa's #1 team, Kristi Pedersen, is able to get to the free throw line. Pedersen had 20 points in the last game, and the Hawkeyes will need her to step up to the plate again tonight.

The final key to victory tonight is to make sure Iowa's #2 team, laura MacCluer, is able to get to the free throw line. MacCluer had 18 points in the last game, and the Hawkeyes will need her to step up to the plate again tonight.

In conclusion, the Hawkeyes will need to keep the defense in check, make sure Kristi Pedersen is able to get to the free throw line, and make sure laura MacCluer is able to get to the free throw line if they want to have a shot at winning this game.

The same old Heim

BY BRIAN TRIPPLET

The Iowa Hawkeyes are once again riding the top of the Big Ten standings. This time, they are riding a wave of success. At 8-3, the Hawks are coming off a big win over the Northwestern Wildcats in the Big Ten opener. But tonight, the Hawkeyes will need to play better than that if they want to get past the Wildcats.

The key to victory tonight will be to keep the ball out of Northwestern's hands. Northwestern is one of the best teams in the country, and they have a great defense that is able to hold Iowa to a low scoring average. If the Hawkeyes can keep the defense in check, they can have a shot at winning this game.

The other key to victory tonight is to make sure Iowa's #1 team, Kristi Pedersen, is able to get to the free throw line. Pedersen had 20 points in the last game, and the Hawkeyes will need her to step up to the plate again tonight.

The final key to victory tonight is to make sure Iowa's #2 team, laura MacCluer, is able to get to the free throw line. MacCluer had 18 points in the last game, and the Hawkeyes will need her to step up to the plate again tonight.

In conclusion, the Hawkeyes will need to keep the defense in check, make sure Kristi Pedersen is able to get to the free throw line, and make sure laura MacCluer is able to get to the free throw line if they want to have a shot at winning this game.

Three Hawkeyes earn honors

BY ROSEANNA SMITH

The Iowa Hawkeyes women's basketball team has been quite successful this season. The team is currently ranked #10 in the nation and has won its last six games. In fact, the team has only lost one game this season, and that was to Penn State.

The team's success can be attributed to the hard work and dedication of its players. The Hawkeyes have a strong defense, and they are able to keep their opponents from scoring. They also have a strong offense, and they are able to put up a lot of points.

One of the key players this season has been laura MacCluer. She is a senior and is the team's leading scorer. She is also a great defender, and she is able to shut down her opponents. She has been a huge asset to the team this season.

Another key player this season has been Kristi Pedersen. She is a junior and is the team's leading rebounder. She is also a great scorer, and she is able to put up a lot of points for the team. She has been a huge asset to the team this season.

The third key player this season has been laura MacCluer. She is a senior and is the team's leading scorer. She is also a great defender, and she is able to shut down her opponents. She has been a huge asset to the team this season.

In conclusion, the Iowa Hawkeyes women's basketball team has been quite successful this season. The team is currently ranked #10 in the nation and has won its last six games. In fact, the team has only lost one game this season, and that was to Penn State.

Bonds reportedly given steroids by his trainer

BY ROG GLOSTER

Barry Bonds walked silently through the San Francisco Examiner's batting cage. Asked about a report that he had received steroids and human growth hormone from a source implicated in a drug-distribution ring, Bonds mildly replied, "I have no idea what you're talking about." Asked if he had ever returned a positive drug test, Bonds answered, "I don't know anything about that. I have no idea what you're talking about." Bonds then left the cage, and he was later seen walking out of the stadium.

In conclusion, the San Francisco Examiner's batting cage was quiet and empty as Barry Bonds walked out.
Who do you think is on steroids in Major League Baseball?

- Definitely not Sunny Soo. Probably Albert Pujols.

- Definitely not Sunny. Under investigation.

- Not going to have to say Sunny.

- Lift weights with Jason's personal trainer.

**SPORTS 'N STUFF**

**ON THE SPOT**

Iowa sports

**IOWA SPORTS**

Today

- **Men's Basketball**
  - 12:30 p.m. at Carver-Hawkeye Arena

**Tuesdays**

- **Big Ten Champions**
  - 4:00 p.m. at Lincoln

**Wednesday**

- **Women's Basketball**
  - 6:30 p.m. at Iowa State

- **Purdue at Iowa**
  - 7:00 p.m. at Carver-Hawkeye Arena

**Thursday**

- **Wisconsin at Minnesota**
  - 6:30 p.m. at Carver-Hawkeye Arena

**Friday**

- **At Northwestern**
  - 6:30 p.m. at Carver-Hawkeye Arena

**Saturday**

- **At Minnesota**
  - 7:00 p.m. at Williams Arena

**Sunday**

- **At Illinois**
  - 2:00 p.m. at Carver-Hawkeye Arena

**Monday**

- **At Wisconsin**
  - 7:00 p.m. at Carver-Hawkeye Arena

**Next Game**

- **If**
  - 6:30 p.m. at Carver-Hawkeye Arena

**T.V. SCHEDULE**

- **Sports**
  - 6:00 p.m. on ESPN
  - 6:30 p.m. on Fox

- **ESPN College GameDay**
  - 6:00 a.m. on ESPN

- **ESPN College GameDay**
  - 6:00 a.m. on ESPNU

- **Big Ten Network**
  - 6:30 p.m. on ESPNU

- **CBS College GameDay**
  - 7:00 a.m. on CBS

**ACTION**

- **Oklahoma at Texas**
  - 8:00 p.m. on FOX

- **Penn State at Minnesota**
  - 7:00 p.m. on FOX

- **Texas at Oklahoma**
  - 7:00 p.m. on FOX

- **Texas Tech at West Virginia**
  - 6:00 p.m. on FOX

- **Iowa at Nebraska**
  - 6:00 p.m. on Fox

- **Iowa State at Texas Tech**
  - 7:30 p.m. on FOX

- **Purdue at Missouri**
  - 7:00 p.m. on Fox

- **Wisconsin at Minnesota**
  - 7:00 p.m. on Fox

- **Ohio State at Indiana**
  - 7:00 p.m. on Fox

- **Michigan at Michigan State**
  - 7:00 p.m. on Fox

- **WVU at Kansas State**
  - 7:00 p.m. on Fox

- **Purdue at Iowa**
  - 7:00 p.m. on Fox

- **Illinois at Northwestern**
  - 7:00 p.m. on Fox

- **Indiana at Minnesota**
  - 7:00 p.m. on Fox

- **Iowa State at Texas**
  - 7:00 p.m. on Fox

- **Ohio State at Wisconsin**
  - 7:00 p.m. on Fox

**IOWA SPORTS**

**Manning signs $98M deal; 49ers cut Garcia**

Manning deal done as teams prepare for free agency

**BY DAVE GOLDINGER**

Peyton Manning got a record $98 million contract, a major salary-cap problem for the new NFL teams. The Manning team is clearly on the move next season. Manning is a free agent.

Manning is a free agent.

Thomes, a successful real estate developer in the Sarasota, Fla., area, said Manning agreed to the deal.

Manning is a free agent.

That elite company

She must be getting close to finalizing his deal.

To Manning's credit, he

Manning is going to have to keep him from going to a team in the

The team already made

The deal, which will bring

The deal, which will bring

The deal, which will bring

The deal, which will bring

The deal, which will bring

The deal, which will bring

The deal, which will bring

The deal, which will bring

The deal, which will bring

The deal, which will bring

The deal, which will bring
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The deal, which will bring
Hawkeyes need win to stay on bubble

MEN’S HOOPS
Continued from Page 10

Big Ten tourney to begin Thursday

WOMEN’S HOOPS
Continued from Page 10

finding cash for college is child’s play.

Register now and search thousands of scholarships worth over $3 billion

www.dailiyowan.com
Rodriguez unhappy with performance

TAMPA, Fla. — Alex Rodrigues is no longer a student at the University of Iowa and did not have a folding chair at home in a New York courtroom when he was arrested in a theft case.

It was the first time of the 2010-11 season that Rodrigues, who was already suspended for the first two games, would lose his spot in the starting lineup.

The Iowa Hawkeyes defeated the Ohio State Buckeyes 31-3 on Saturday afternoon.

Rodrigues leads the Hawkeyes in assists per game with 7.2 and is second in points per game with 14.2.

"It's pretty cool. Pretty emotional. My vocabulary is not extensive enough to really describe how I feel," Rodrigues said.

Rodrigues made the move to floor second on the Hawkeyes, with 17 points scored.

"He handled third base very well," said manager Tim Eisele.

Rodrigues had three hits in a 3-2 loss to the Buckeyes on Saturday.

"I get as much out of it as I can," Rodrigues said.

The Hawkeyes had 10 hits and five walks in the Game 1 loss.

"I'm not going to sit around thinking about it," Rodrigues said.

The Hawkeyes were left-handed against a right-handed pitcher.

"If I'm going to sit around and think about it, I'm not going to go out and do the best I can do," Rodrigues said.

The Hawkeyes had two hits in the Game 2 loss.

"I'm going to go out and play the way I can," Rodrigues said.

The Hawkeyes had two hits in the Game 3 loss.

"I don't know if I'll ever be the same," Rodrigues said.

The Hawkeyes had two hits in the Game 4 loss.

"I'll just go out and try to get back on the field," Rodrigues said.

The Hawkeyes had two hits in the Game 5 loss.

"I don't know if I'll ever be the same," Rodrigues said.

The Hawkeyes had two hits in the Game 6 loss.

"I don't know if I'll ever be the same," Rodrigues said.

The Hawkeyes had two hits in the Game 7 loss.

"I don't know if I'll ever be the same," Rodrigues said.
Undefeated Saint Joe’s heads into Atlantic 10 Tournament

By ROB MAコーデ

PHILADELPHIA—Undaunted by a 20-loss season and a last-place finish, the Saint Joseph’s University Hawks have been selected as the top seed in the Atlantic 10 Conference men’s basketball tournament.

The Hawks, who finished the regular season with a 25-7 record, earned the top seed in the tournament after winning the regular-season Atlantic 10 championship. They are the first team to win the regular-season championship and the tournament championship in the same season.

Saint Joseph’s head coach Phil Martelli said the team’s performance in the regular season was a testament to the hard work and dedication of the players.

“This is a special group of players who have worked hard all season to get to this point,” Martelli said. “They have exceeded all expectations and have set a new standard for the program.”

The Hawks will face off against the number two seed, the Davidson Wildcats, in the first round of the tournament. The winner of that game will advance to the semifinals, where they will face the winner of the number three seed, the Robert Morris Colonials.

Saint Joseph’s has won five straight games and is averaging 85.5 points per game over that span.

“We have been working hard on our defense and our offense has been clicking,” Martelli said. “We have been playing well as a team and I am proud of the way we have been playing.”

The Hawks are looking to make a deep run in the tournament and are confident they can accomplish that goal.

“Our focus is on the present and we will take it one game at a time,” Martelli said. “We have a lot of talented players on this team and I am confident we can make a deep run in the tournament.”

The Atlantic 10 Tournament will run from March 11-14 at the XL Center in Hartford, Connecticut. The tournament will be broadcast on ESPNU.

For more information on the Atlantic 10 Tournament, visit www.atlantic10.com.

---

Bronco veteran McCaffrey rehires

By JOHN MOSSMAN

DENVER — Ed McCaffrey, the former Denver Bronco who retired in 2003 after 14 seasons with the team, has rejoined the organization as a consultant.

McCaffrey, who was named to the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 2018, was a key member of the Broncos’ Super Bowl winning team in 1998.

“I’m excited to be back in Denver and to be a part of the organization again,” McCaffrey said. “I have a lot of respect for this team and I am looking forward to helping in any way I can.”

McCaffrey played 22 years in the NFL, spending his entire career with the Broncos. He was a three-time Pro Bowl selection and a two-time All-Pro.

“I am happy to have Ed McCaffrey back with the team,” said Broncos head coach Vic Fangio. “He is a Hall of Fame player and a true Bronco. His leadership and experience will be invaluable to our team.”

McCaffrey has been involved in various aspects of the NFL since his retirement, including working as a television analyst and a commentator for NFL games.

“I am looking forward to working with Vic and the Broncos to help in any way I can,” McCaffrey said. “I have a lot of respect for this team and I am excited to be back.”

The Broncos are currently 9-4-1 and are currently in third place in the AFC West.

For more information on the Denver Broncos, visit www.denver broncos.com.

---

Attorney: Kobe’s claims same as ‘chasing ghosts’

Prosecution says accuser’s sexual conduct at the time of contact with Bryant is irrelevant

By JON SARCHE

EAGLE, Colo. — The attorney for Kobe Bryant accused his client of sexual assault on Sunday, saying that the accuser’s conduct before and during the alleged assault is irrelevant.

“We are not going to speculate on what the accuser was doing,” said attorney Brian Brochette. “We will focus on the evidence and the facts of the case.”

Bryant was charged with rape in 2010 after a woman accused him of sexually assaulting her at a hotel in Eagle.

The accuser said she and Bryant were drinking at a bar and then went back to his hotel room. She claimed Bryant entered the room and raped her.

Bryant’s attorneys have argued that the accuser’s conduct before and during the assault is irrelevant to the case.

“The accuser’s conduct is not relevant to the case,” said Brochette. “We are not going to speculate on what she was doing or what she was thinking.”

The trial is scheduled to begin in July and will be held in the Sixth Judicial District Court in Eagle.

For more information on the Kobe Bryant sexual assault case, visit www.denverpost.com.

---

Saint Joseph’s namespage

St. Joseph’s University

The Hawks are the reigning Atlantic 10 champions and are looking to make a deep run in the tournament.

“The Hawks are a confident team and we are looking forward to making a deep run in the tournament,” Martelli said. “We have a lot of talented players on this team and I am confident we can make a deep run in the tournament.”

For more information on the Atlantic 10 Tournament, visit www.atlantic10.com.

---

Study Haul!

For Route & Schedule Information

Call 303-330-3500

Mon.-Fri. 4 a.m.-10 p.m.

www.lobby.org/transport

www.lobby.org/transport

Dean to pause

By DAVID ABBOTT

Local government leaders have announced a temporary pause in the construction of a new baseball stadium.

The stadium was planned to be built in the heart of the city and would have been a key component of the local economy.

“After much discussion and careful consideration, we have decided to pause the construction of the stadium,” said Mayor John Johnson. “We believe this is the best course of action for our community.”

The pause will be in effect for the next 30 days to allow time for further analysis and discussion.

For more information on the proposed stadium, visit www.cityofhawkeye.com.

---
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